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Subject: Beamhenge nuclear power plant security.

I have over 55 years experience as an engineer (B.S.Aero.E. in 1949). 1
want to weigh in with a few common-sense observations in favor of the
Committee to Bridge the Gap's petition to the NRC.

The vulnerability of America's nuclear facilities cries out for immediate and
urgent action to attempt to increase their protection. Little or nothing has been
done in the more than 3 years since 9/ 1. With time being so incredibly important,
it is important that we not waste time stewing unnecessarily over issues that by
this time really have been undeniably answered by history or the laws of physics.

In this connection, I offer three undeniable proofs which may help expedite
the process of bringing the Petition to real world action as soon as humanly
possible:

First, I believe that not a lot of time-consuming debate is needed to
reach the conclusion that the Beamhenge concept could be effective as a
matter of undeniable mechanics and the laws of physics. The 9/1 1 tragedy
itself provides graphic proof of the merit of the Beamhenge approach.
Despite the velcro End mass of the planes, neither plane penetrated the
opposite side of thb buildings.

Second, there seems to be little doubt that the Beamhenge approach
offers the best hope of the quickest, most effective, and potentially the least
expensive way to protect nuclear facilities from airborne attack.

Third, it is noted that inherent aerodynamic lift makes it practically
impossible for aircraft to achieve a perfect vertical dive trajectory. As little
as a 6 degree variation from vertical brings the aircraft directly into the
Beamhenge structure. Therefore, even the dive-bomb approach cannot
breach this particular technique for nuclear power plant security.
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